Introduction
For a very long time Sinological scholarship has emphasized China's land orientation, giving the impression that the Chinese were not interested in the seas or in foreign trade as a commercial undertaking and that all they would tolerate was a form of official tribute trade. Recently, however, a paradigm shift in the assessment of China's interest in maritime space has taken place. Lo Jung-pang 羅榮邦 , a famous Chinese maritime historian, was well ahead of his time in acknowledging the essential role maritime space played for the Chinese, especially in the period between the eleventh century and the Yuan-Ming transition (roughly 1350-1400). 1 Since the 1980s gradually more and more scholars have come to realize that from early times on we have evidence of China's specific interest in and use of the seas both for political, military and commercial purposes. Although Chinese governments, with exceptions, 2 did not actively participate in maritime trade and exchanges until approximately the seventh century, this did not mean that they completely neglected maritime space. While the period when China was a military maritime power was actually relatively short (basically during the Yuan and early Ming dynasties), it had long before become a commercial maritime power (since at least the early Song dynasty) and was undeniably a political maritime power during the Song, Yuan, and early Ming dynasties.
By the first century CE, there was already considerable intercourse between various countries by sea. In the words of Gabriel Ferrand, the China Seas actually resembled "a kind of As discussed below, the discovery of the remains of an old shipyard dated to the turn of the second to third century BCE has been classified as a probably state-supervised shipyard used for military purposes, attesting to Qin Shihuang's 秦始皇 (r. 221-210 BCE) active interest in the Southern Seas.. Cf. Guangzhou wenwu guanlichu 廣州文物管理處, ''Guangzhou QinHan zaochuan gongchang yizhi shijue 廣州秦漢造船工場 遗址试掘'', Wenwu 4 (1977), 1-16. Or, as is well-known, Emperor Han Wudi 漢武帝(r. 140-87 BCE) subjugated Nan-Yue 南粵 and occupied Jiaozhou 交阯 (modern Vietnam) in the south to get access to the wealth from the Nanhai region. Or, in 260, Kang Tai 康泰, received the order of the ruler of Wu, Sun Quan 孫權 (r. 222-252), to travel to Southeast Asia, an embassy that was motivated not only by the interest in Buddhism but also triggered by commercial interests. These are just a few of the most well-known examples. For further details, see also my "The 'China Seas' in world history: A general outline of the role of Chinese and East Asian maritime space from its origins to c. 1800", Journal of Marine and Island Cultures 1 (2012), 63-86. Mediterranean". 3 We do not, however, possess much information about this early interaction of the Chinese with the maritime world, a fact that has much to do with the lack of interest and consequently lack of recording on early maritime activities of the intellectual élites, in other words, those who composed the official histories. These were mostly court officials who were influenced by Confucian teachings that did not pay much attention to commerce and rather considered it an immoral pursuit of private enrichment. Also engagement with countries overseas lay outside the focus of these court officials. Although the early Chinese polity seemingly did not actively support maritime undertakings or engage with the maritime world before the seventh and eighth centuries, nonetheless archaeological as well as some textual evidence show that this is not the whole story. 4 In addition, several regions of China were already integrated into overseas networks at an early date.
In search of the wealth of the south, China's First Emperor, Qin Shihuang 秦始皇 (r. 221-210 BCE), already seems to have actively engaged with the Southern Seas (Nanyang 南 洋).
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The discovery of an early shipyard has been considered to be possibly a state-supervised shipyard used for military purposes.
At the beginning of the third century CE the Chinese gradually began to explore the lands of the south more systematically in search of precious products, such as pearls. Mortuary objects of foreign origin excavated from tombs, such as jewellery, pearls, glassware, gold ornaments, and the like, clearly indicated China's engagement with the maritime world in Southeast Asia and the Indian Ocean. An extensive cemetery scattered over an area of 68km 2 in total and located at Hepu 合浦 in south China (today's Guangxi province) constitutes one of the bestpreserved tomb complexes of the Han period. It contains tombs with a wide array of luxury items, many of them of foreign origin. 10 Trade flourished during the so-called Three Kingdoms period and the era of the Division of South and North China (Sanguo Nanbei chao 三國南北朝, i.e., early third to sixth centuries). But except for Buddhist monks, the actors who sailed the waters were predominantly not Chinese. In fact, the majority were foreigners, especially from Southeast and South Asia, but gradually also from the Middle Eastern and Persian Gulf region.
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As for the Chinese merchants who may have travelled on board foreign ships we know little due to the lack of records. Gradually, however, even navies were organized by local governments to conduct wars and partly also to protect the flow of commerce.
Much more research will have to be done in the future to investigate China's maritime interaction with countries overseas during the period between the first and the seventh centuries. The polity Funan 扶南 (Phnam; Southern Annam), 12 with its port OcEo located in the Mekong River Delta, served as a major trading and stopover centre in the first centuries CE.
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By the early seventh century at the latest, the commercial centres had shifted to the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra where a powerful polity called Śrīvijaya (seventh to thirteenth centuries), known as Sanfoqi 三佛齊 in Chinese, with Palembang as its capital, was established. Both textual and archaeological evidence attest to increasing maritime activities, with the Malacca Straits emerging as an important conduit to the Indian Ocean. Building on Wang Gungwu's seminal study on China's early Nanhai trade, 14 today a number of scholars have started to piece together step-by-step the scanty evidence to obtain a more complete history of China's maritime commerce. In the course of the Tang (618-906) through the Song dynasties (960-1279), a steady increase in maritime trade eventually resulted in the official policy and attitude towards trade becoming increasingly positive and open. Although probably much more trade and interaction was going on in Tang times than hitherto assumed, maritime routes were not yet routinized and the waters were used rather fragmentarily. By late Song times, however, China had become a maritime power and an emporium of commodity exchange in the medieval Asian world and it remained so into Yuan times (1279-1367). Undoubtedly, China was the political and military maritime power of the world in the fourteenth century and the early decades of the fifteenth century. But what happened thereafter? Did China completely loose her interest in maritime affairs? These are the key questions I wish to address in this chapter.
To better understand China's role in maritime history over the longue-durée, we should not only think in terms of a paradigm shift, and thereby free ourselves from a traditional prejudice. China's maritime history, I argue, cannot be satisfactorily understood (1) without simultaneously considering both her continental and maritime development and her "world-historical" integration; and (2) without carefully analysing the specific relationships between politics (including military) and commerce, as well as official and private aspects. To further elucidate China's role in maritime history, seeking to explain her rise as a maritime power and her eventual retreat from maritime space, I will subsequently focus on important key moments or phases. This chapter, however, cannot and does not provide a systematic overview on China's maritime engagement throughout the period covered here.
The great upswing in maritime trade-from Tang to Song
The Tang-Song period played a crucial role in Chinese history as a time when China's integration into supra-regional, global networks, especially maritime ones, received a decisive upswing. Although during Tang times the overland silk routes were still predominant, 15 China's maritime contacts became more intense and Chinese long-distance trade with overseas countries underwent a remarkable expansion. The China Seas eventually received a new quality. In the beginning this happened mainly through the intermediacy of the Persian Gulf, that is primarily Iranian (Chin. Later, in the Song period, also Quanzhou 泉州 in southeast China gradually emerged as a centre of Muslim trade. Commercial contacts between China and the Persian Gulf are attested to by both written and archaeological evidence, primarily ceramics. Although Chinese merchants themselves had not yet on any great scale sailed overseas in the period prior to the tenth century, they were obviously very active as middlemen between domestic ceramic production centres and foreign merchants; in fact, the Tang court and other Tang authorities time and again greatly and actively sponsored commercial and political links with the Abbasids (750-1258) and were very interested in attracting foreign merchants, especially Iranian, Arab, Indian and Southeast Asian. 20 We should certainly be cautious with general statements and cannot, of course, provide any definite quantification of this Iranian-Arab trade with China. 21 Nevertheless, I think we can the Indian Ocean region -and the Chinese used this as an etiquette just as naming products in a summarizing manner as "products shipped from overseas" (bolaipin 舶來品). 17 The term "Dashi" 大食 is a transliteration from the Persian word "Tāzīk", that was originally applied to Iranians in contrast to the Turks, but later came to mean "Arabs" in general. It appears in the Tang period as reference first to the Umayyads (Baiyi dashi 白衣大食) and then the Abbasids (Heiyi dashi 黑衣大食). Finally, as far as the "embassy" by Yang Liangyao is concerned, at least my own argument has never been that we know he definitely sailed into the Persian Gulf but that based on what we know about the contemporary political, diplomatic, and military background, his mission is at least very plausible. I specifically addressed and discussed the question of why such an important mission has not been mentioned in either Arab or Chinese historiography. This was first published in a German booklet in 2014 and in more detail in a recent article in BEFEO, where I again put forth very clearly: "Unfortunately, the absence of other sources means that we cannot draw any further conclusions at the moment, but have to be content with the cautious assumptions offered here. The historical circumstances, however, as we wanted to demonstrate, make his mission very plausible; and the decision to send Yang Liangyao to the 'Abbāsid caliphate in order to ask the Arabs for assistance in pushing back the Tibetans would also fit very well into Emperor Dezong's foreign political strategy. The muteness of the sources concerning this event can probably be traced back to both the, in various respects, politically delicate circumstances when the mission was sent and to the negative image Emperor Dezong had in later historiography -especially in terms of foreign politics. We hope that in the not too distant future, other sources will be brought to light, be it the tomb inscription (muzhiming 墓誌銘) of Yang Liangyao, other written sources, or archaeological relics that could allow us to paint a more detailed picture of the background and details about this diplomatic mission." Angela Schottenhammer, "Yang Liangyao' Particularly via Iranian and Arab but also Indian and Southeast Asian merchants, the China Seas were consequently further linked via the Indian Ocean to the Persian Gulf. Trade relations with Southeast Asia, that is, the eastern part of the larger Indian Ocean space, had existed for centuries before and also merchants from India traded in Guangzhou. But I want to argue that "Persian Gulf traders" may in fact be considered initiators of a more routinized longdistance trade with such distant places and port cities in the Persian Gulf area.
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This was certainly a novelty. What is more, these traders obviously dominated this long-distance trade until the late ninth century.
Also the quality of traded products gradually changed-more and more luxury goods from far-away countries reached China. In this context, cities like Yangzhou, Quanzhou and Guangzhou also emerged as great cultural centres that attracted domestic and foreign intellectuals, scholars, monks, etc.
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The coastal province of Zhejiang and the region around the Yangzi area increasingly came to the fore of the outer world, as did Japan and Korea. In this way Northeast Asia, in particular Japan, was also linked with the South China Sea. Also commercial and cultural centres along China's littoral at the same time functioned as gates to inland China.
This development, in my opinion, is not understandable without consideration of the advent of Iranian and Arab merchants in China and China's integration into world-historical structures, namely a thorough investigation into their trading networks and generally the world beyond China's borders.
At the beginning of the tenth century the Tang Empire eventually collapsed and China fell apart into the so-called Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms. Against the background of political instability in Central, North, and East Asia, and, last but not least, in China itself, we can now observe an ever increasing shift of trade routes from the traditional overland to maritime routes. In addition to technological advances, such as in navigation, political reasons in both China and abroad also played major roles in fostering this increase of commercial relations with foreign merchants.
During a time when China was split among competing dynasties and kingdoms, some rulers of states located in coastal areas-such as the state of Min 閩 (910-946) in Fujian, the Kingdom of Wu-Yue 吳越 (907-978), the Southern Tang Dynasty 南唐 (937-975), or the Southern Han dynasty 南漢 (917-971)-all discovered maritime trade to be a way to guarantee the economic underpinning of their regimes, including the satisfaction of their own personal consumer demands. 25 Maritime trade not only supplied the social and ruling élites with fine and rare luxury articles that were otherwise unavailable in China, but also served as a source of income to fill the state coffers. By political decision, maritime space became more and more important primarily for commercial purposes.
But the sea was also increasingly used for military goals, although naval battles, it must be admitted, basically still took place in river estuaries. Qian Liu 錢鏐 (852-932) placed his son Qian Yuanguan 錢元瓘 (887-941) in command of a Wu-Yue fleet of five hundred ships, called "dragon ships" because they were designed in the shape of a dragon. The fleet set out in April 919 to invade Wu 吳 (902-937). An interesting Wu-Yue account speaks of beans being thrown on enemy's ships and the shooting of "burning oil" (menghuoyou 猛火油) 26 to set fire to the ships. Then, the liquid was shot from a metal tube. The oil, it is recorded, was obtained from Arab merchants from Hainan 海南 (or simply from "south of the seas"?). 27 Further in the south, the state of Nan-Han also became prosperous by its encouragement of maritime commerce and rose to power through the possession of a navy. In 928, the ruler of Nan-Han, Liu Yan 劉嚴, sent a fleet of a hundred warships to Fengzhou 鳳州 (near Shantou 汕頭 in Guangdong) and succeeded in defeating the invasion of Chu 楚 (a state located in present-day Hunan); in 930, his fleet raided Champa (Zhancheng 占城) and returned with a rich loot of gold and treasure. 28 The recently salvaged Intan shipwreck, found off south Sumatra in 1997, which contained a large quantity of lead coins and silver ingots from the Southern Han, also attests to this maritime upswing. It carried a mixed cargo of Chinese ceramics and other artefacts, many of them made from metals and some of West Asian origin, suggesting that the ship might have come from Śrīvijaya and perhaps even was a Śrīvijayan ship.
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In order to better understand the integration of these states into maritime structures, diplomacy and commerce, as well as the activities of merchants and rulers, we will in the future have to pay yet more thorough attention to recently discovered archaeological evidence, including shipwrecks and tomb inscriptions. More emphasis will also have to be placed on this period of separation, during which many cornerstones for China's gradual emergence as a maritime power were laid.
The Song period
The founder of the Song dynasty who reunited China, Emperor Taizu 太祖 (r. 960-975), had been a Later Zhou 後周 (951-960) officer who understood the importance of employment of naval forces in his campaigns. His navy took part in the subjugation of Nan-Han in 974, and, two years later, with the assistance of a small Wu-Yue naval contingent, it sailed to the lower course of the Yangzi to conquer Nan-Tang 南唐 (937-975). 30 Wu-Yue submitted voluntarily in 978, and, with its submission, China was once more unified under the Song Empire. The answer to these questions has to a great extent to be sought for in the general geopolitical background of a "China among Equals", a China that was politically speaking no longer the undisputed centre in the region, but was challenged by the Khitan Liao 契丹遼 (907-1125), the Tangut Xi Xia 西夏 (1038-1227) and later the Jurchen Jin 女真金 (1115-1234), and the Mongols. As the Khitan, Jurchen, and Mongols all proved adept at acquiring and utilizing Song technologies, including naval ones, this led to a type of "arms race", as John Chaffee has put it. 31 As a consequence, the Song government was in constant search for new financial resources, a development that caused a fundamental reassessment of the role of trade and commerce. Against the background of this new raison d'état trade was assessed much more positively-a development that had already started during the tenth century. The importance of maritime trade for state finance is evident from many sources, most clearly pronounced perhaps by Emperor Shenzong 神宗 (r. 1068-1085), who officially stated that trade should be used to assist to fill the state coffers.
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Both domestic and foreign trade were promoted in order to help the state to increase its income, in particular in face of increasing expenditures.
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Military expenditures, however, also proved to be a powerful stimulus for industry and commerce. The upgrading of the role of maritime commerce, therefore, cannot be separated from Song China's political goals, nor from developments beyond China's borders. In Hakata 博多 (in Japan) for example, as Richard von Glahn has emphasized, Ningbo 寧波 merchants exchanged Chinese copper coins for gold and Japanese handicrafts, but primarily for sulphur, timber and mercury, that is, for bulk commodities that were essential for military and architectural purposes, and also, during a time of war with the Jurchen Jin and later on the eve of the Mongol invasion, consequently sold well on Chinese markets. Although private merchants greatly profited from this development, the first sixty years of the dynasty were still mainly confronted with an official state-monopolized commerce that was conducted under the aegis of the tribute system.
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Only gradually did centralized control give leeway to a more decentralized system involving a host of maritime trade offices or, after 1080, maritime trade superintendencies.
Eventually, a liberalization of Chinese shipping, dating from the year 1090, paved the way for Chinese merchants to actively engage in trade overseas so that they were no longer so dependent on foreign shipping to meet their demands 38 -a milestone in the development of China's maritime trade relations that supported what we may call "privatization" of the China Seas. Derek Heng has called this particular administrative step the "1090 liberalization".
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Consequently Chinese merchants increasingly took over the trade and trading routes that so far had been served by Arab, Indian, Iranian, Southeast Asian, or other foreign merchants. At the same time, because the Chinese government, as early as the second half of the eleventh century, restricted Chinese vessels from remaining overseas for more than nine months (that is, approximately one cycle of the northeast-southwest monsoon), the liberalization prompted Chinese maritime merchants to concentrate on Southeast Asia.
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By the Southern Song maritime trade had become so profitable that Song Gaozong 高宗 (r. 1127-1167) acknowledged the great profit from overseas trade.
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Consequences of this new raison d'état
The economic transformation that occurred in the course of the Song dynasty made Song China the economic centre and motor of contemporary maritime trade-despite the fact that it was politically speaking no longer the undisputed "Middle Kingdom" in the region. As evidenced by archaeological finds from all parts of maritime Asia, ceramics were the most sought after Chinese products during the Song. The demand for Song ceramics, which often doubled as ballast for outbound ships, was global in character and it gave rise to an export industry with largescale kiln complexes centred on the southeastern port cities of Guangzhou and Quanzhou, but extending inland as far as Jiangxi.
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Speaking about ceramics, it should be mentioned that we definitely know that a kiln complex located in Changsha 長沙 (Hunan) constituted a late Tang period mass-production centre of ceramics that were explicitly designed for exportation to foreign-especially Middle Eastern and Islamic-markets. 43 During the Song period the production of export ceramics developed as, what we may call, a first mass exportation industry. But Song exports also included various kinds of other manufactured goods, including books and, in the thirteenth century especially, large quantities of copper and tin. In the Southern Song a massive outflow of bronze coins (and un-minted copper) from China to places as far away as the coast of Africa emerged, the export of which the Song government tried to ban without success (indicative of a growing clandestine trade). 44 As for the predominant imports, these included xiangyao 香藥 (usually translated as aromatics but also including incense, scented woods, perfumes and medicines) and a few other commodities like ivory. 45 Resulting from the upswing of maritime trade during this period, we also can note the rapid growth of port cities on the southeastern coast, the origins of which we have already encountered during Tang times. Examples include Guangzhou, Fuzhou 福州, Wenzhou 溫州, Mingzhou 明州 (i.e. modern 寧波), and, above all others, Hangzhou (Lin'an 臨安), certainly the largest city in the Empire during the Southern Song when it served as the capital. Its wealth and cosmopolitan atmosphere was also later described by the Italian traveller and merchant Marco Polo. Quanzhou 泉州, the Zaitún of Marco Polo, developed extensive trade between China and Southeast Asia, with a rich merchant culture in which Chinese traders mixed with Arabs, Śvījayans, Tamils, Chōlas, Koreans, and Japanese. 46 On the one hand, this development had significant impact on both the East and South China Seas that were for the first time incorporated into routinized international trade networks with active exchanges of people, commodities and information through frequent maritime trade throughout Asian waters up to the Indian Ocean. Textual and archaeological evidence of the flourishing Song maritime trade is abundant and has been a topic of research for many decades. That we today know so many details about China's maritime trade and the complex commercial networks has to a great extent also to be traced back to achievements in the field of 42 The literature is simply too vast to be summarized here. Suffice it to say that all recent wreck finds brought to light significant quantities of ceramics. On the other hand, the undesired result of China's particular integration into the greater Asian world and beyond-namely the exchange of valuable manufactured goods, products that possess an added or intrinsic value, for huge quantities of all kinds of aromatics and spices that eventually, due to consumption, disappeared from the internal circulation sphere -resulted in China's "national" economy, in fact, becoming poorer. 49 The official interest in seaborne trade, finally, formed the basis for the development of a standing navy that was also used for the protection of commerce. Until approximately the early twelfth century, Chinese governments had considered it unnecessary to maintain a navy on a more permanent basis. From Han to Tang times, China's major direction of expansion had been westward overland towards Turkestan. From the tenth century onwards, these routes were blocked and new powerful states emerged along China's continental borders. In search of more financial means to fill the state coffers, maritime trade increasingly came into the focus of the ruling élite.
This geo-political situation, in conjunction with consequent political and military interests of the Chinese government, the increasing importance of commerce (including a general economic and demographic southward movement), and probably even climate changes (such as China's little ice age with very severe winters, many floods and droughts), all contributed to China's shift to the sea and her emergence as a maritime power in the course of the Song dynasty.
The Yuan period (1271/79-1367)
The active promotion of maritime trade continued throughout the Yuan dynasty. The Mongols and the Yuan government undoubtedly had a strong interest in strengthening its role in the Asian maritime. Diplomatic missions accompanied the search for good trade relations. Numerous missions were sent abroad inviting tribute and trade as far away as India. 50 Between 1285 and 1320/25, the Yuan government still sought to strictly control maritime trade and even forced private merchants to enter government service. At the same time, the military use of the China Seas once again became predominant. Since 1266 Mongol rulers undertook various efforts to subdue Japan, first using Korea as a diplomatic middleman, but after these efforts failed they prepared for naval attacks. In 1273 the Mongols transported soldiers to Cheju Island off the southern coast of Korea. In 1274 The Yuan launched a first attack on Japan, reportedly with more than 900 ships and a great number of land troops. The warships sailed from Korea, attacked Tsushima 對馬 and Iki 壹岐 Islands, and then, having reached Kyūshū 九州, destroyed parts of modern Nagasaki Prefecture. Battles were fought in the vicinities of Hakata, but suddenly the Mongol troops retreated, probably because of logistic shortages. 52 Perhaps less known is the fact that the Mongols between 1264 and 1308, sailing from the estuary of the Amur river, several times attacked Sachalin and the Kurile Islands-probably because the local Ainu population had attacked other tribes in the vicinity that had already surrendered to the Mongols. 53 All this is evidence of how naval activities were used to assert political claims in the region.
As a consequence of the "militarization" of the seas, also firearms, for example, firebombs, so-called huopao 火炮, cast by catapults, came increasingly into use. They first appeared in the tenth century and were later adopted in naval warfare. In 1129, the government decreed that these firebombs should be made standard equipment on all warships. The navy also started to employ prototypes of a gun, a so-called "fire-emitting spear" (tuhuo qiang 突火槍), from the bamboo tubes of which missiles could be discharged. By the middle of the fourteenth century (during the Yuan), iron bombs 54 were in general use and also rocket-assisted arrows appeared at that time. 55 The final collapse of the Southern Song also was brought about in a naval battle. In 1279, the Song surrendered to the Mongols after a historic battle at Yaishan 崖山 off the coast of Guangzhou.
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By then, the Yuan already controlled the entire Chinese coast and had incorporated the former Song navy into its own naval structures. And once again in 1281 they started another attempt to conquer Japan-one fleet again sailed from Korea and another one crossed the East China Sea directly from Zhejiang. Several thousand soldiers are said to have taken part in this undertaking, including many Chinese. Khubilai Khan (r. 1260-1295) had even threatened Japan with a third attack-it is clear that the East Asian waters had never before seen such a large naval contingent. Figures in the sources have to be treated with caution-the Yuanshi 元史 mentiones 15,000 soldiers with 900 warships-but we can still get an idea of what expense and efforts had been invested to prepare these naval operations. This also attests to the fact that very soon after their conquest of Song China and its coastal regions, the Mongols were able to control and systematically use Chinese shipyards and the necessary civil and military apparatus. For the first time in history, the China Seas had become a large-scale naval battlefield and military concentration area. On the one hand, China's political and military maritime engagement became less ambitious and aggressive. Countries overseas, "lying remote in the ocean", for example Japan, were obviously not really considered a threat, despite other indications to the contrary. For strategic reasons, as the first Ming emperor, Hongwu 洪武 (r. 1368-1398), explained in his "Ancestral Injunctions" (Huang Ming zuxun 皇明祖訓, 1373): To maintain peaceful coastal borders and frontiers, China should not trouble overseas countries "lying far away in a corner", whose "lands would not produce enough for [China] to maintain", and whose people would not usefully serve China if integrated into the Empire. He furthermore uttered his dislike for military operations against these countries.
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In a later version of the ancestral injunctions from 1395, fifteen countries were designated as "not to be invaded", namely Vietnam (Annam), Champa (Zhancheng), Korea, Japan, the Ryūkyūs, Taiwan (Lesser and Greater Liuqius), Siam, Cambodia, South India (Western Oceans), Samudra-Pasai, Java, Pahang, Baihua (Battack or West Java), Śrīvijaya, and Brunei. 60 this to be sufficient to protect China. Hongwu certainly was well aware of the fact that the primary purpose of foreign rulers behind sending "tribute missions" to China was trade, "but he wanted foreign rulers to be circumspect about it". 62 Also the late Ming and Qing ruling élites, although they knew well about Japan's interest in Chinese products (the documents all speak of Japan's "dependency" on China), 63 were obviously relatively convinced that in contrast to Korea and the Ryūkyūs, which had been invaded by Japan in 1592 and 1609 respectively (see Maria Grazia Petrucci's chapter), Japan would probably not dare to attack China. By maintaining a strictly regulated tribute system and permitting overseas countries to "pay tribute" to China, that is, to formally submit to and acknowledge China's suzerainty, it was hoped that China could be protected from foreign attacks. 64 A letter of Tokugawa Ieyasu 德川家康 (1542-1616) threatening to invade China should it not agree to resume mutual trade relations obviously never reached the Ming court. 65 But we know that Ming China, on the other hand, was well prepared for foreign invasions or attacks should the rulers really consider this necessary. The annexation of Vietnam (1407-1427) and its integration as a province into Chinese territory may well stand as an example for early Ming China's aggressive expansion (despite Hongwu's injunctions to the contrary). Between 1405 and 1433, the third Ming Emperor, Yongle 永樂 (r. 1403-1424), initiated the famous overseas expeditions that were carried out under the supervision of the Muslim eunuch Zheng He 鄭和 (1371-ca. 1433). 66 Although much of the information that we encounter in the sources may be exaggerated (definite archaeological evidence is lacking until today), it is clear that never before both the China Seas and the Indian Ocean had seen any naval manoeuvre of similar scope and dimensions. During these few decades in the early fifteenth century, as stated earlier, China was the unchallenged maritime power in the world.
The chief aims of the expeditions were to assert China's claim of authoritarian power in the Asian macro-region and beyond, as well as to enforce her status as the powerful "Middle Kingdom" to which all foreign countries were obliged to pay tribute and, thus, acknowledge her political-military and cultural-ideological superiority-if necessary with force and violence. 67 Nevertheless, it is incorrect to consider these expeditions as colonialist undertakings in the sense of European colonialism. The politico-economic quality behind these expeditions-as violent as they were at times-was decisively different from what we know as colonialism. Very different from the imperialist European powers, the Ming court did not consider the exploitation of foreign wealth as a means of national enrichment, seeking to establish politico-economic circumstances and relations in foreign countries that through exclusive exploitation 68 , through the removal of natural or human resources would transfer these into their own domestic value production, as was the case with European colonialist and imperialist countries. The politicoeconomic motivation and contents of Ming China's violent expansions was decisively different in quality from that of the European colonialists.
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China's eventual retreat from the "world seas" finally happened on its own initiatives, caused by internal political and ideological considerations and a re-emphasis toward the continental border with the Mongols in north China-again there is much speculation about the concrete reasons of her retreat 70 -and was not forced by external powers, a decision that has irritated and startled many Western historians and particularly journalists. Trade Policy in Transition. 71 It seems that the historical ignorance of erroneous questions, such as "Why did China not grasp for world dominance when it could have done so?" "Why did China not subdue and colonize the world when it could have done so?", that were so popular when Gavin Menzies with his absolute unfounded arguments of China having discovered the Americas, etc., at least made the Zheng He voyages known to almost everybody in the Western world, is no longer that widespread as it used to be a couple of years ago. BBC News, for example, warns of "historical ignorance. China has never colonized any overseas territories. … China could have colonized South East Asia, for example, in the early 15th century. It had the resources, it had enormous ships, many times bigger than anything Europe possessed at the time. But it didn't. … It neither ruled them nor occupied them. Rather, in return for access to the Chinese market and various forms of protection, the rulers of tribute states were required to give gifts -literally tribute -to the Emperor as a symbolic acknowledgement of China's superiority." (See http://www.bbc.com/ news/magazine-19995218, accessed October 07, 2016). Erroneous are these questions because they completely abstract from and ignore China's real, actual goals and instead impute to the Chinese the same goals as the Europeans who, out of their political-economic rationale (that is, emerging capitalism), colonized major parts of the world. Only somebody who has this (wrong) assumption in mind can ask a question like "why did China not behave in the same manner as later the Europe-After these events, however, China at least officially seemed to have given up maritime business, having lost interest in the seas. Existing networks continued to operate, but they were either taken over by merchants from other countries, such as the Ryūkyūs 72 , or conducted via unofficial, clandestine channels.
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In fact, private undertakings, including smuggling and socalled "piracy", became predominant. It is clear that after the mid-fifteenth century China was no longer a maritime power, its naval activities primarily concentrated on coastal defence-but we should be very careful in underestimating the continued activities on the seas. Not only wealthy merchant families and their descendants, but also members of local élites including government officials maintained interest in the seas and overseas networks, not infrequently in cooperation with the steadily increasing number of overseas Chinese.
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China's maritime power passed into "private" hands, so-to-say. Simultaneously, the advent of Europeans in Asia and their sheer insatiable demand for Chinese products greatly fostered clandestine trade.
The Manchu Qing dynasty
The subsequent Manchu Qing dynasty , at least until the 1730s, also possessed and maintained a strong interest in maritime space, for both political-military and commercial reasons, Manchus invaded the island with some 300 warships and 20,000 sailors under the command of Shi Lang 施琅 (1621-1696) and made Taiwan officially a part of Fujian Province. 77 In terms of maritime commerce, the Kangxi 康熙 emperor's commercial policy in particular has to be characterized as open. Not only did he establish China's Customs Offices (haiguan 海關) between 1683 and 1684, he also officially sponsored maritime trade with his slogan "expand to the seas" (zhanhai 展海). Japan, in particular, was of interest for both commercial and strategic reasons, but also the Europeans with their commercial interests pounced on relatively open ears in China. Especially the eighteenth century witnessed a significant increase in Chinese trade with Europeans, who demanded above all tea, but also porcelains and silks, in a foreign trade focused on the ports of Guangzhou and Macau (Macao) 澳門. The steep rise in commercial activities with Europeans clearly demonstrates that it was not the goal of the Qing court to obstruct trade with foreigners. 78 At the same time, again, one has to be cautious to identify Qing rulers' interest in expansion of this trade with the interests of the Europeans, both merchants and governments. In China, the revenue gained from this trade was basically designed to be used for court and state consumption, and not as investment to ensure that China's economy would produce commodities that could profitably and competitively sell on world markets. 79 As far as Japan is concerned, during the early decades of the Kangxi reign (1662-1722) silver in particular was China's most demanded commodity. 80 At the same time, in the late sixteenth, early seventeenth centuries also great quantities of New Spanish silver coins entered Fujian. Contemporaries observed that local people from Fujian province frequently traded with Luzon (Lüsong 呂宋) selling cheap local goods in exchange for silver. 81 Li Tingji 李廷機 (1541-1616), a native of Jinjiang recorded that they returned home with ships fully loaded with silver coins and often became very wealthy (而所通乃呂宋諸番，每以賤惡什物貿其銀 the navy and China's self-defence capacity. 88 Nonetheless, the Qing navy remained basically a coastal navy that was never intended to attack or invade another country, not even against the background of a lack of monetary metals, such as copper, as the Japan trade shows.
In terms of Sino-Japanese relations, Yongzheng attentively listened to a high local government official, Li Wei 李衛 (1687?-1738), governor-general of Zhejiang at that time, who cautioned him against Japanese claims of power in the macro-region. Yongzheng thereupon instructed his officials to "pay special attention to observations of and defences against Japan and its overseas activities". 89 Li Wei, in 1727, even proposed to appoint so-called "principal merchants" (shangzong 商總), who should work together to regulate the Japan trade, coordinate responsibilities and to act as guarantors for merchants departing for Japan. 90 Also other local officials cautiously warned that one should keep a closer eye on developments in Japan. 91 This clearly indicates that not only local élites but also the emperor had a clear idea of Japan's desire to become the dominant power in East Asian waters, and they maintained a vigilant eye on what happened overseas, even though the main focus lay on China's continental borders. Other threats from overseas were obviously not seen; and while Qing China pursued a very aggressive expansion policy along her continental borders, a policy that eventually even successfully effected the extinction of the Zungars in Central Asia, Qing China's maritime policy was comparably defensive; military "pacification" was not really considered overseas, apparently because any potential threat from countries overseas (except for piracy) was considered negligible in contrast to that from continental neighbours. The self-assessment as the undisputed Middle Kingdom in the Asian world, especially after the successful defeat of the Zungars, unquestionably contributed greatly to this attitude.
Generally speaking, as far as the assessment of maritime space is concerned, while security calculations prevailed in the early Qing period, commercial interests gained in importance in the course of the eighteenth century. But geo-political interests continued to be important. Although China was no longer a maritime power (as it had been in the Song-Yuan and especially the early Ming period), official interest in maritime space had not completely disappeared.
To explain why the official interest in the seas eventually vanished under the Qianlong emperor, is impossible without a thorough examination of China's continental borders in North and Central Asia. Obviously, the political-military success along China's continental peripheries and the consolidation of the Empire as a whole-in 1759 China reached her greatest geographical extension ever obtained-obscured the view of the emperor, who became somewhat self-complacent and gradually lost initiative, and who could still afford himself this atti-tude. Without considering China's goals and final success along her continental borders, the almost complete political-military retreat from the seas, the decrease in the awareness of danger from maritime space under Qianlong cannot be satisfactorily explained.
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If we speak of China's retreat as a maritime power, then this undoubtedly happened in the second half of the eighteenth century with the accession of the Qianlong emperor to the throne. But its position as a strong naval power had been lost already in the mid-fifteenth century. It should be further emphasized, however, China's retreat as a maritime power in the second half of the Qing dynasty in no way meant that the Chinese, especially not private actors, completely abandoned interest in the sea.
Conclusion
China unquestionably was a maritime power for at least several centuries. That it has been, at the same time, only for a relatively short time a strong naval power-Southern Song, Yuan, and early Ming-has to do with its particular political economy and its strong focus on a selfsufficient agricultural and handicraft sector and should, furthermore, be traced back to basically the following factors. First, whereas China from ancient times has continuously been challenged from her continental borders and peripheries, no serious threat came from overseas until the fourteenth/fifteenth centuries, but especially the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries with the rise of piracy and powerful maritime merchants, and later the advent of the Europeans who initially joined the so-called pirates to get access to Chinese markets. The main focus of interest during much of China's imperial history consequently lay on securing, above all, her continental and only secondly her maritime borders.
Second, due to the fact that actually no historical Chinese government, including the Song or Yuan, considered private trade as the basis of its political power, private commerce never received the same government support as it did in early modern European states.
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China's historical political economy, consequently, never necessitated overseas conquests or colonialism to guarantee the exclusive exploitation of human and natural resources in foreign countries to serve for a value and commodity production in China. The focus of maritime politics during most of China's history lay on coastal defence and not maritime expeditions. China consequently, also never developed a permanent strong merchant marine as did Western countries; her naval expeditions were basically all initiatives that served to gain or to maintain control over close neighbouring countries (for either security reasons or in order to exploit certain riches and 92 See Schottenhammer, "Empire and Periphery?", 139-196; also Jonathan Spence, The Search for Modern China (New York: W. W. Norton, 1990), 99. 93 In Europe during the Middle Period the Emperor increasingly handed over to the merchants the liberty to enrich themselves according to their own criteria. Impressed by the sheer quantity of wealth that merchants amassed, the ruling emperors regarded this wealth as a tool also for their own enrichment, namely by benefitting from the merchants' capital via taxes. The enrichment of merchants was in fact so successful that together with the bourgeoisie, a class, which developed from the merchant class, they eventually represented the greatest part of national wealth, on which the aristocratic rulers had become dependent. Subsequently, merchants and bourgeoisie no longer saw and accepted why they should support and nourish an emperor, a person who in their eyes only sponged from their wealth. Instead, in the French Revolution they took over the power of state themselves.
products to be used for the private consumption of the ruling élites, but not in order to integrate foreign wealth into an own economy based on value production), to control sea routes, and to extort the formal, political-ideological, subordination under Chinese rule, if necessary and not infrequently with force. Third, the politico-economic contents of China's imperial expeditions and expansions, I want to emphasize, were completely different from, for example, the colonialist undertakings of the British Empire. Traditional Chinese courts, on the contrary, were more or less aware of the fact that wealth and money assets in the hands of private merchants could be converted into political power and thus constitute a potential threat to imperial power. Therefore, they consistently inhibited the unrestricted increase of money and private property as the dominating or sole criterion of its domestic production. Consequently, private commerce never received a government support comparable to early modern European states (merchants being active in maritime trade remained, for example, "merchants without empire", as Wang Gungwu has put it 94 ). But, above all, none of the economic consequences that characterized the emerging capitalist states, such as the search for and violent access to foreign markets, and the integration of their wealth and resources into their home countries to guarantee a continuous value production there (i.e., the Opium Wars) was necessary or desired.
Due to her different political economy (in contrast to the developing capitalist economies in Europe), China's naval expeditions consequently either served to secure and maintain control over close neighbouring countries, particularly Annam and Korea (i.e., conquest of Annam, establishment of commanderies in Korea), or to secure sea routes and the formal subordination under Chinese rule (i.e., Zheng He's expeditions, punitive action against Java, Khubilai's attempts to subdue Japan and to control the sea routes in Southeast Asia as far as India). They never intended to conquer foreign countries overseas in order to forcefully integrate these countries' wealth into a value production in their own national economy. Frequently, interest in the navy was lost once military goals had been achieved.
In other words, the search for material wealth overseas to integrate it into their economy and transform it into money and capital accumulation (to "have treasures captured floated back to the mother-country and turn it into capital") 95 never existed as a political purpose of China's imperial political power; 96 nor did a capitalist economy exist that had capital accumulation as its ultimate goal (capital in its abstract form of money) and, consequently, necessarily treated the whole world as a sphere of its own national enrichment and acted accordingly.
This may also explain why China so simply (or, incomprehensibly from the "modern"
Western perspective) retreated from the world oceans at a point when naval power had just received its peak in the early fifteenth century-security considerations shifted again to the continental borders and its national economy was not dependent on such overseas undertakings. China's traditional economy never required access to foreign markets to sell its products. This is only a modern development initiated with the political-economic reform program of Deng Xiaoping 鄧小平 (1904-1997) and now explored with Xi Jinping's 習近平 "Twentiethfirst Century Maritime Silk Road" initiative begun in 2013. In this respect, in contrast to the Europeans, China simply skipped the age of colonialism.
